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Key  
Features  

By taking control of water procurement, clients can consolidate their supplies under a single 

supplier. reducing supplier margins and the internal administrative burden of water invoicing. 

Combining this with dedicated account management provides a simple solution providing 

benefits on all fronts. 

 
Why water2business? 

Following an extensive tender process covering fees, billing accuracy and query resolution, 

we are confident that water2business are best able to deliver on Optimised Energy’s vision 

for a streamlined, cost-effective approach to water procurement. They provide a dedicated 

Account Manager as standard to ensure any queries are resolved efficiently.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

• Cost Reduction – Discounted fees through Optimised Energy negotiated contracts 

• Consolidation – Reduced administrative burden to one monthly or quarterly 

consolidated bill from one supplier 

• Dedicated Account Manager – A dedicated account manager is provided as standard 

giving a single, named point of contact allowing for efficient query resolution 

• Accurate Billing – Invoices based on actual reads to align with invoicing or a client 

specified reporting frequency 

• Optional Automated Meter Reading- AMR allows access to consumption data to 

highlight any changes to consumption quickly.  

• Efficiency- Expert advice on water efficiency measures to further reduce costs 

• Trade Effluent – Excellent Trade Effluent experience to ensure consents are accurate, 

compliant and optimised. 

 

Discover how Optimised Energy’s specialists can help your business chose a solution.  
Call us on + 44 (0) 1253 209 000 

Who should 
utilise this 
solution? 
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Overview  

• Clients looking to consolidate water supply and invoicing. 

• Clients needing to access accurate billing services 

• Clients looking to access innovative efficiency solutions and expertise 

• Clients wishing to complement water efficiency measures with a tailored procurement 

solution. 

 

FAQs 
 

I must conduct a full tender process 

to satisfy fair price policies within 

my organisation. Will a full tender 

be conducted? 

 

 

Yes. We are aware that some organisations 

require at least 3 offers for fair price 

policies. To comply with this, we will issue 

a tender to the wider marketplace. We will 

ensure we negotiate on your behalf to 

achieve the best result. 
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